In a previous paper [6] it was shown that a certain two-parameter dilation of a given strongly continuous self-adjoint contraction semigroup, called the time-orthogonal unitary dilation, gives rise to noncommutative Feynman-Kac formulae through the mechanism of Boson second quantisation in Fock space. This paper explores the modifications of this theory which arise firstly by using Fermion rather than Boson second quantisation, and secondly by using Boson second quantisation based on extremal universally invariant states of the CCR algebra. In the second case it is found that the programme is successful if and only if the infinitesimal generator of the original semigroup is of trace class. § 1. Introduction
§ 1. Introduction
In a previous paper [ 6 ] a certain two-parameter unitary evolution, called the time-orthogonal unitary dilation, was constructed for a given strongly continuous self-adjoint contraction one-parameter semigroup. Upon passing to second quantisations in Boson Fock space, one obtains a unitary evolution possessing properties of Euclidean covariance and independence which permit the construction of a non-commutative Feynman-Kac formula [5, 6] for perturbations of the semigroup which is the second quantisation of the originally given contraction semigroup. The purpose of the present work is to investigate the modifications of this theory which arise when Fock Boson second quantisation is replaced, firstly by Fermion second quantisation in Fock space, and secondly by non-Fock second quantisation based on extremal universally invariant states of the CCR algebra.
We recall that in [6] , a non-commutative Feynman-Kac formula was associated with the following structure. A reflective covariant system (N 9 (N s>t ), (^), p) consists of a von Neumann algebra N 9 a doubly filtering system (N 5it9 J>0 of von Neumann subalgebras of N, and a realisation of the one-dimensional Euclidean group by automorphisms of N in which for t^R translation through t is realised by f t and reflection at the origin by p, satisfying the conditions (i.D (1.2) for r, s 9 t^R 9 s>t.
A reflective covariant reducing map j for such a system is a strongly continuous linear map from N to the algebra B( §Q) of bounded operators in a Hilbert space § 0 satisfying the conditions ( disjoint. An evolution (U s>t :s>t} is said to be reflectively covariant ly adapted to the system (N 9 (N Sit ) , (^), p) if each U Sit^Ns>t and for arbitrary r, s 9 with s>t, Given a reflective covariant reducing map j and a reflectively covariantly adapted evolution (U Sit ) for the system (N 9 (N Stt ), (^), /o), the operators j(U Sit ) form a strongly continuous self-adjoint contraction semigroup in § 0 , called the reduced evolution, [5, 7] , the "oscillator" formula of [12] . § 2. Fermion Fock Space and Second Quantisation
Let | be a Hilbert space. Let F~ (fj) be the Fermion Fock space over \ n=0 where the n-particle spaces, are the antisymmetric parts of the n-fold Hilbert space tensor products of § with itself, which we regard as the Hilbert space of n bounded, skew symmetric n-fold-conjugate-linear functionals m: ->C for which \m r = where (//) is a maximal orthonormal set in 5 [9] . It is well known that the family of operators (2.4) {«(/), fl '(/) :/e$} is irreducible [ 2 ] and that the set of vectors for S, T<E£($), S', T'e £(«'), /<=$, £GE®' all either even or odd, where the sign is + unless, in the first case, both T and /, and in the second case, both T' and S, are odd. We regard the Fock space F~ (I)) over § as a Z^-graded Hilbert space, taking the even and odd subspaces to be the subspaces of vectors whose n-particle components vanish for n odd and even respectively. Now let 5 - §i© §2 be a direct sum. Then it is easily seen that the triple comprising the Hilbert space /"" ( §1) (x)^~ (J) 2 ), the map from ^ to £(F-(iy (x)F-(iy) and the unit vector fl(^) (g)fi(t) 2 ) satisfies the conditions (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) together with the irreducibility and totality of the corresponding families (2.4) and (2.5). Hence there is a unique Hilbert space isomorphism, which we use to identify the two spaces, from F~ (I)i) (x) F~ (I) 2 ) to F~(5) mapping
Let C be a contraction from a Hilbert space I) to a second Hilbert space 5'. The second quantisation F~ (C) of C is the bounded operator n from /"'"(I)) to F~(^) which acts on each ^-particle space as (X)C. j=i Then the map C->F~(C) is continuous for the respective strong operator topologies and satisfies the functorial rules and if C is isometric, then for (2.14) r-(o«( 
Theorem 3.1. j~ is a reflectively covariant reducing map and (F~(U SA ) : j>0 is a reflectively covariantly adapted evolution for (N~, (A^), (ft")?
Proof. The proof differs essentially from that of the corresponding result for the Boson case, Theorem 6.1 of [6] , only in the argument, which will now be given, that j satisfies the condition whenever A^N Stt -/) ) . Since @ maps the vacuum to itself, we have, writing Q l = Setting C and A respectively, equal to the identity shows that Hence in general we obtain as required. Q As in the Boson case, the reduced evolution corresponding to the reducing map j~ of the evolution r~(U Sit } is the second quantisation of (4) :
In the case when A t = e~t acting by multiplication in C, this is the semigroup I@e~f in F" (C) =(70(7; its infinitesimal generator is thus the two-level Hamiltonian with eigenvalues 0 and 1. Perturbations j~CB) for which the F~ (U tiS }Br~ (U t>s )~l all commute, so that the Feynman-Kac cocycle takes exponential-integral form, must themselves be diagonal so that, at least in the case of time-independent perturbations, the Feynman-Kac formula which results seems unlikely to be of value for computations 8 
forms a RCCR over ^ (that is, is strongly continuous on finitedimensional subspaces of § and satisfies From the form (4.16) of the matrix of L it is clear that the map £7-»L is continuous from the topological group ^2(I)) into the group =£?2( §©i) of real-linear transformations in tj© § differing by Hilbert-Schmidt operators from the identity, topologised in the same way as ^2(I)). Now in [11] 
If each U Sit differs from the identity by a Hilbert-Schmidt operator then clearly A s _ t =J*U Sit J has the same property and thus, in particular, has a discrete spectral resolution. Hence we may assume without loss of generality that H has a discrete spectral resolution, hence that there exists a maximal orthonormal set (Cy) of eigenvectors of H in terms of which H can be expanded as a strongly convergent sum where /(X)g is the rank one operator <^-^<g ? <^>/. The matrix elements .//C*J = Identifying the spaces L 2 (/2 ; ^0) and L 2 (K)(x)^0 by means of the isomorphism that extends the map /C-»/(S)C we see tnat Di.t can be written (5.3) where d{ tt is the integral operator in L 2 (R)
Since the ranges of Cy (8) Setting £ = 0 in (6.13) and using the fact that co( . , 0)=1 gives (6.14)
for arbitrary ^>0, while setting s = Q gives
co(r, v + £)a)(v, t) =a)(r + v, t)co(r, v)
for arbitrary t<0. Hence co satisfies the multiplier equation (6.14) for arbitrary r, v, s^R. In addition <«(-, 0)=1. Setting ^ = 0 in (6.11) shows that w is measurable. Every measurable solution of the multiplier equation (6.14) is of form for some d : R-+T with 5(0) = 1 ; in particular CD is symmetric. From (6.12) a) is continuous in its second argument, hence a) is separately continuous in both arguments. But then, [8] 
